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The aim of this article is to demonstrate that advertising can have an important
function in markets with consumption externalities apart from its persuasive and
informative roles. We show that advertising may function as a device to
coordinate consumer expectations of the purchasing decisions of other consum-
ers in markets with consumption externalities. The implications of advertising as
a coordinating device are examined in the pricing and advertising decisions of
firms interacting strategically. Although, at times, the one-period advertising
expense can exceed the one-period monopoly profit, in equilibrium, consumers
will pay a premium for the more heavily advertised brand.

1. introduction

In many markets, a consumer’s choice of brand depends, in part, on her expectation

of the purchasing decisions of other consumers. When consumers care about the

behavior of others, either due to social influences or network externalities, there are

often multiple equilibria in the consumers’ consumption decisions. In this article, we

show that in markets with consumption externalities, it is possible to view advertising

as a device that helps consumers to coordinate their purchases, and hence realize the

externality. Since firms have preferences over which of the products are selected, they

have incentives to provide devices to coordinate consumer expectations on their own

brand. The aim of this article is to demonstrate that even when consumers are fully

rational and have common knowledge of the existence, characteristics, and prices of

the products, advertising can still have an important role to play.

The idea can be illustrated by a simple two-consumer example. Consider two

school children at the end of summer. The parents of each child are going to buy a

pair of sneakers for the start of the school year. There are two brands available that

are, ex ante, identical. However, ex post, each child will prefer to wear the popular
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brand, the brand that the other child is wearing. The problem can be written in

strategic form as

Brand A Brand B

Brand A 10, 10 0, 0
Brand B 0, 0 10, 10

There are two equilibria in this game where demand is coordinated and the

consumption externality is realized. In one of them, both children get brand A and

in the other both children get brand B.2 There is also a third equilibrium where

the children mix between A and B with even probabilities. The mixed-strategy

equilibrium yields lower expected payoffs for both the children.

The multiplicity of equilibria presents an equilibrium-selection problem. Clearly,

in the example of the school children, the problem could be solved through direct

communication between the consumers. However, as the number of consumers

increases, this type of direct communication becomes more difficult. In the absence

of direct communication between the consumers, they would want to find some other

device to coordinate their purchases on one of the brands. The more interesting cases

arise when consumers use the observed actions of the firms themselves to coordinate

their expectations. And, in fact, firms have incentives to provide devices for

consumers to coordinate their expectations, even costly devices such as advertising,

since firms have strict preferences over each of the equilibria.

This provides a useful framework for understanding much observed advertising.

For instance, although young people are not the wealthiest group of consumers, a

disproportionate amount of advertising is aimed at them, presumably because they

can be more easily swayed by advertising. However, this need not mean that young

people are somehow less rational than their elders. It could simply be that they care

more about the behavior of others. If youngsters are more vulnerable to social

pressures, then coordination of their expectations is central to market success. This

presents an important role for advertising, not to inform them, nor to persuade them

that one brand is somehow intrinsically different from other brands, but to convince

them that others will be buying it as well.

In markets with network externalities, there also is an incentive for a firm to

provide a device to coordinate consumer expectations. The decision whether to

invest in OS2 or, alternatively, in Windows 95 is obviously affected by the

expectation of the consumer as to which operating system will be more widely

adopted. It is possible, therefore, that the large advertising campaign for the launch

of Windows 95 was not merely an attempt to inform consumers of the existence and

price of the product, but also a device to coordinate consumer expectations on the

brand.

2 Multiple equilibria often arise in markets with consumption externalities. Becker (1991) points
out that goods that have an element of social interaction in their consumption are likely to exhibit
consumption externalities and multiple equilibria. For example, eating at a restaurant or seeing a
Broadway play is more enjoyable if one is not the only customer.
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There might be a misconception in the literature about whether advertising can

help to achieve demand coordination in markets with consumption externalities. In

the words of Bagwell and Ramey (1994a, p. 157), ‘‘. . . a firm can use advertising only

to signal its own choices, and not the choices of other consumers that are the source

of network benefits.’’ Although it is true that a firm cannot use advertising to signal

the choices of other consumers, in this article we will show that advertising can shape

the expectations of consumers about the purchasing behavior of other consumers.

Consider the problem of a consumer who would like to buy a widely used product,

but does not know which brand it is going to be. He realizes that other consumers are

in a similar situation. Momentarily, suppose that two brands are available at the

same price3 but that one brand is more heavily advertised. The fact that advertising is

publically observable makes it a likely candidate for use as a coordinating device.

Moreover, since advertising is expensive for firms, a sophisticated consumer can

reason that the firm invests in advertising only if it expects advertising to result in

increased sales. So, it will be in the best interest of the consumer to purchase the

more heavily advertised brand, vindicating the firm’s investment in advertising.

In this article, we are looking at advertising as a coordination device in the sense of

selecting an equilibrium where demand is coordinated,4 and thus achieving positive

consumption externalities. This is an issue because in these markets, there are often

other equilibria where consumers do not achieve the consumption externalities.

Hence, in the absence of direct communication between consumers, demand

coordination is a nontrivial service. The same multiple-equilibria issues that create

this equilibrium-selection problem also raise the question of whether players will be

able to coordinate on playing any equilibrium. We will not be examining coordina-

tion in this sense here, but will be assuming throughout that with or without

advertising, an equilibrium will be played.

We construct a simple, infinite-horizon model where consumers care about the

behavior of other consumers, and identical duopolistic firms must make a short-run

commitment to the level of advertising. We show that it is rational for consumers to

use both advertising and price information to coordinate their expectations about the

purchasing behavior of other consumers. In markets with consumption externalities,

competition between oligopolistic companies can manifest itself in the form of intense

and costly advertising wars. At times, the one-period advertising expense can exceed

the one-period monopoly profit. Advertising competition will decrease price competi-

tion and consumers will pay a premium for the more heavily advertised brand.

It is important to stress at this point that the goal of this article is to try to

understand observed advertising. We do not aim to describe how consumers should

coordinate their expectations. Nor do we contend that coordinating advertising will

always be observed in markets with positive consumption externalities. What we do

argue is that it is quite reasonable to think that advertising would often be seen in

these markets, and that seeing it in this light makes much observed advertising more

understandable.

3 The pricing decision will be analyzed shortly.
4 Coordination in this sense is prominent in Bagwell and Ramey (1994a,b).
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2. framework

In order to focus on this previously unanalyzed function of advertising, we construct

a simple infinite-horizon model that abstracts from all other roles of advertising.

2.1. Abstracting from the Previous Literature. ‘‘Persuasive advertising’’ is one

view of advertising that has been examined in the literature. Advertising may be able

to increase the demand for a product by persuading consumers that the product is

desirable. This can be done either by systematically tricking them into believing that

products are different although in reality they are fundamentally identical (see, e.g.,

Galbraith, 1967; Solow, 1967), by crowding out information from the minds of

boundedly rational consumers (Ishigaki, 1999), or by changing the preferences of

rational consumers, as in Dixit and Norman (1978). Advertising may also persuade

consumers that a product is desirable if advertising and the good are compliments

in the consumer’s utility function, as analyzed by Becker and Murphy (1993). We

abstract from this role for advertising by assuming fully rational consumers whose

preferences are not affected by advertising.

Another concept of advertising, ‘‘informative advertising,’’ provides direct infor-

mation on the existence and characteristics of the product, such as price and quality.

This type of advertising has been studied by Butters (1977), Grossman and Shapiro

(1984), Meurer and Stahl (1994), Robert and Stahl (1993), Stahl (1994), and Stegeman

(1991). In these articles, advertising helps to match buyers and sellers by solving an

information problem. Bagwell and Ramey (1994a), Kihlstrom and Riordan (1984),

Milgrom and Roberts (1986), and Nelson (1974) show that even when advertising

does not directly communicate the characteristics of the product, it can still com-

municate them implicitly. Advertising can be a mechanism through which firms can

signal their type to consumers. Consumers can then use this information to infer the

quality or price of the goods offered by each company. When advertising is used as

a signal in this way, it is possible for it to help match buyers with sellers, or to

coordinate consumer purchases on the products of the low-cost firm. This signaling is

possible because different types of firms have different returns to advertising, and,

hence, advertising can reveal the type of the firm. We abstract from this informative

role of advertising, either directly or through signaling, by assuming identical firms

and common knowledge of the existence, characteristics, and prices of the products.

Bagwell and Ramey (1994a,b) studied a framework where satisfactory commu-

nication of price information is not possible, due to a complex pricing structure. They

showed that advertising can help to achieve scale economies when the exogenously

assumed pricing rule dictates that firms quote lower prices when they expect to sell

a higher quantity. In equilibrium, the high-advertising firm offers low prices and

advertising leads to a more concentrated market structure and greater social welfare.

By assuming common knowledge of prices, we also abstract from this previously

analyzed coordinating role of advertising. We, therefore, abstract from all the

previously examined functions of advertising.

2.2. The Model. In order to examine these issues in a dynamic setting, we adopt

a model in the spirit of Maskin and Tirole’s (1988) dynamic price competition article.
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By restricting attention to Markov strategies and assuming that firms must make a

two-period commitment to their prices, Maskin and Tirole are able to gain useful

insights into firm incentives in dynamic price competition. In our article, the problem

is compounded: We must examine both prices and advertising levels through time.

Restricting attention to Markov-perfect equilibria and assuming an exogenous two-

period commitment (in this case to advertising levels), we gain enough structure to

make the problem tractable.

The cost of this approach is that it restricts the potential strategies of the players.

The restriction to Markov strategies precludes many types of collusive strategies and

much of the potential for reputation building.5 Likewise, although the assumption of

short-term commitments is reasonable, one would certainly think that in reality the

length of the commitment would be chosen endogenously. Nevertheless, it is hoped

that the tractability gained by these restrictions will yield useful insights into firm

incentives in dynamic advertising competition.

Consider a very simple structure that captures the consumers’ problem in a market

with positive consumption externalities. In each period, a unit continuum of homog-

enous consumers have unit demands for a nondurable good.6 Consumers observe the

prices and the levels of advertising of duopolistic firms, and they simultaneously

choose a brand maximizing their expected utility from the purchase. The goods

produced by the two companies are identical and the consumers know this. However,

ex post, the value of the good to the consumer depends on the proportion of

consumers that chose that brand as well. Consumers cannot communicate with each

other prior to their purchases. Ex post, each consumer i observes the fraction

ki 2 [0‚ 1] of consumers who purchased the same brand and derives utility,

Ui ¼ G(ki) � P from a brand purchased at price P
0 if the consumer decided not to buy

�
(1)

The valuation G(ki) is a weakly increasing function of the fraction of consumers who

purchased the same brand as consumer i, and G(0) < G(1). Notation is simplified by

defining G � G(0) and �GG � G(1). This simple utility function captures network

externalities and the ‘‘bandwagon effect’’ where the demand for a commodity

increases because others are consuming it.7

The game between the consumers may have more than one Nash equilibrium. If

the prices chosen by the two firms are sufficiently close, it will be an equilibrium for

everyone to buy one brand and it will also be an equilibrium for everyone to buy

the other brand. The firms will, however, have strict preferences over the equilibria.

5 Although classic trigger strategies are precluded by the Markov restriction, it does not preclude
many similar ‘‘punishment’’ strategies. See Halperin (1990) and the discussion of kinked demand
equilibria in Maskin and Tirole (1988) for interesting examples.

6 For a static model with heterogeneous consumers, see Pastine and Pastine (1999).
7 Similar consumption externalities have been studied by Becker (1991), Farrell and Saloner

(1985), Frank (1985), and Schelling (1978). In another setting, Pesendorfer (1995) shows that the
fashion industry may also be driven by consumption externalities due to social influences when
coordination is via price information alone.
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There are two identical firms with constant marginal cost c 2 [0‚ �GG). It is assumed

that the externality is great enough, or marginal cost high enough, that the potential

value of the externality, [ �GG� G ], in this market is greater than the intrinsic value

over cost of the product, [G� c]. Each firm must make a short-run commitment to

the level of the advertising. Once the firm decides on the level of the advertising, it

sustains that level of advertising for two periods. Without loss of generality, assume

that the advertising cost A is paid up front. Therefore, the one-period profit p in the

period the advertising decision is initiated is equal to total revenue less production

costs minus the advertising expense. And the firm’s one-period profit if the

advertising decision was made the previous period is just total revenue less produc-

tion costs.

Since firms have a short-run commitment to advertising, there are potentially two

possible timings in the game between firms: They could alternate in the advertising

decision, or they could choose their levels of advertising in the same period. Initially,

we will model the duopoly game with exogenous timing, assuming that firms

alternate in the advertising decision. In odd-numbered periods t=1‚ 3‚ 5‚ . . . ‚ firm 1

chooses its advertising that remains unchanged until period t+2. Firm 2 chooses its

advertising only in even-numbered periods t=0‚ 2‚ 4‚ . . . . This exogenous timing

assumption is relaxed in the Appendix, where it is shown that for many of the

interesting cases, firms will indeed choose to alternate in the advertising decision.

The advertising space is assumed to be discrete with a step size of k. This allows a

concrete meaning to ‘‘out-advertising’’ a rival.

Firms maximize the expected present value of profits, and they discount the future

at the same rate d 2 (0‚ 1). In the beginning of each period, the firm whose turn it is

to choose a new level of advertising does so. The rival observes this decision and then

both firms quote their prices simultaneously. Consumers then observe the levels of

advertising and prices quoted by the firms. They make their purchasing decision

maximizing their expected utility. At the end of the period, consumers observe the

purchases of other consumers and derive utility accordingly.

We focus attention on Markov-perfect equilibria where strategies for strategic

players depend only on payoff-relevant state variables. The maximized expected

present value of the game to firm 1, when firm 1 is about to move in its advertising

decision is given by V 1(A), where A is the level of advertising that firm 2 chose in the

last period, and is therefore committed to in this period,

V 1(A)= max
A12Ik

max
P 12[0‚1)

EP 2 p1(P 1‚ P 2‚ A1‚ A)+dEA2W 1(A1‚ A2)
� �( )

(2)

W 1(A‚A2) is the maximized expected present value of the game to firm 1 when firm 1

is committed to advertising A and firm 2 has just chosen its level of advertising A2,

W 1(A‚A2)= max
P 12[0‚1)

EP2 [p1(P 1‚ P 2‚ A‚ A2)+dV 1(A2)](3)

The expectations in both equations are taken over firm 2’s equilibrium strategies.

Symmetric equations describe firm 2’s optimization problem. In this structure, the

only payoff-relevant state variable in the advertising decision is the level of adver-

tising that the firm’s rival is committed to.
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3. equilibrium

Suppose that a firm did mount a large, costly advertising campaign. For an

equilibrium without advertising to survive, the off-equilibrium strategies require that

consumers ignore this advertising. This means that consumers must assume that any

observed advertising was a mistake on the part of the firm. However, it seems

unlikely that a consumer would blithely ignore the actions of firms when forming her

expectations, particularly when confronted with a costly advertising campaign. A

consumer could reason that the firm rationally invested in the advertising campaign

because it believes that consumers were going to use advertising as a coordinating

device. If others are using advertising as a coordinating device, then the consumer

would use this information in forming his own expectations.8

In this section, we show that it is rational for consumers to use advertising as a

coordinating device. In equilibrium, firms’ pricing and advertising strategies are such

that it is always in an individual consumer’s best interest to purchase the more

heavily advertised brand.

3.1. The Pricing Decision. It is useful to start the analysis by considering a

subgame where firms are deciding on prices. Suppose that going into the pricing

subgame, the firms have different levels of advertising. In this case, consumers may

expect that the firm with higher advertising will attract the coordinated demand:

They will anticipate that the good will have the value �GG if they purchase it from the

firm with high advertising and that the good will have the value G if they purchase

it from the firm with low advertising. To be competitive, the firm with low

advertising would have to offer a lower price than the firm with high advertising.

However, if the firm’s marginal cost is greater than G, then even if the low

advertising firm sets a price equal to the marginal cost it cannot offer positive

consumer surplus. Therefore, the high-advertising firm can capture the coordinated

demand with a price equal to the monopoly price, �GG. In this case, the firm with

higher advertising can extract all the consumer surplus. The high-advertising firm

sets price equal to the monopoly price, and any price greater than or equal to

marginal cost, including the monopoly price, is sustained as an equilibrium strategy

for the low-advertising company. Consumers will coordinate on the good produced

by the firm with high advertising. The consumer receives the value �GG from the

purchase, at the monopoly price however, since advertising curtails price

competition.

If G > c, then there will be price competition. Consumers will purchase from

whichever firm offers higher expected consumer surplus. In this case, there cannot

be a Nash equilibrium where the low-advertising firm offers a price above

marginal cost. Assume that the low-advertising firm did offer a price above

8 Firms in markets with significant consumption externalities often try to encourage this type of
reasoning. In the early months of 1995, during the height of its advertising campaign for OS/2, IBM
frequently cited its $500 million investment in the operating system as evidence of its ‘‘commitment’’
to the product. When Windows 95 was launched in August 1995, Microsoft widely publicized that it
was spending $200 million on advertising alone. See, for example, Panettieri (1995) and Rebello and
Kuntz (1995).
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marginal cost. If the high-advertising firm was offering the same or greater

consumer surplus, the firm with low advertising could increase its profits by

lowering its price. If the firm with higher advertising was offering a lower

consumer surplus, the high-advertising company could increase its profits by

lowering its price. Therefore, in equilibrium, the low-advertising firm will set P = c

offering a consumer surplus of [G� c]. The high-advertising firm must set its price

low enough so that consumers get at least as much consumer surplus as they

would from the low-advertising firm. This implies that the equilibrium price for the

high-advertising firm is equal to [ �GG� G ]+c.

The high-advertising firm will capture the coordinated demand and, before

advertising costs, the Nash strategies imply that the firm receives the one-period

profit given by price minus marginal cost,

p� � �GG� max {c‚G}(4)

Notice that p� > 0 since �GG > c and �GG > G.

It is also possible that the firms have equal levels of advertising going into the

pricing subgame. The equilibrium will depend on how consumers are forming their

expectations of the behavior of other consumers.

One natural possibility is that consumers believe that if both firms have the same

level of advertising, then the lowest priced product will attract the coordinated

demand. If one firm offered a lower price, the consumer would prefer the cheaper

brand since it would give a higher consumer surplus. However, this is not only true

for a single consumer but it is valid for all other consumers as well. This implies that

the consumers would be inclined to buy the cheaper brand, not only because the

lower price yields a higher consumer surplus, but also because of the positive

consumption externalities. In other words, consumers would anticipate that the

brand with the lower price would capture the coordinated demand, and they would

receive value �GG from consuming that brand and only G from consuming the other

brand. Therefore, the pricing problem for firms is simply Bertrand price competition,

which results in marginal cost pricing. Hence, when firms have equal levels of

advertising, or when consumers are not using advertising levels in forming their

expectations, in equilibrium, both firms set price equal to marginal cost. Looking at

consumer purchases, there are many possible equilibria, but if we restrict attention to

anonymous equilibria by requiring that identical firms be treated the same,

consumers will be indifferent between purchasing brand A and brand B. Since

there is a continuum of homogenous consumers, in expectation the two brands sell

the same amount and consumers receive value G(1=2) from the purchase.9 If

c > G(1=2), the price will be too high to justify the purchase and there will be no

sales. If G(1=2) � c, then it is an equilibrium for consumers to buy the good and they

9 Since there is a continuum of consumers, there is a continuum of equilibria (both pure and
mixed strategy) that yield this outcome.
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will split their purchases between the two brands.10 Defining ~pp as a firm’s one-period

profits before advertising expenses when both firms have the same level of

advertising or when consumers are not using advertising levels in forming their

expectations, ~pp=0. Since ~pp=0 there is a potential profit to be made by a firm if it can

coordinate consumer expectations on its product. The incentives of firms are related

to the difference between the value of the product when consumption is fully

coordinated on their product and value of the product when consumers coordinate

on the rival’s brand. However, the value of coordination to consumers is related to

the value that was added by moving from an equilibrium with uncoordinated

demand to an equilibrium with coordination.

Another possibility is that when firms have equal levels of advertising, consumers

may expect the higher-price brand to capture the coordinated demand instead of the

low-price brand. In this case there will be a different equilibrium in the pricing

subgame. However, it continues to be true that having higher advertising than its

rival will give a firm an advantageous position in the price competition phase

compared with having equal advertising levels.

If both firms have equal levels of advertising andG � c � �GG, one firm charging �GG and

the other setting any price greater than or equal to marginal cost can be sustained in an

asymmetric equilibrium. However, the only anonymous equilibrium involves both

firms setting price equal to �GG. Since in this case firms are identical in every respect, in an

anonymous equilibrium, the consumers will split between the brands. The consumer’s

expected utility value from the purchase will be G(1/2) minus the purchase price.

When G(1=2) < �GG, the purchase will result in negative consumer surplus; hence, there

will be no purchases and ~pp=0. Here, the firm has an incentive to out-advertise the

rival, since through higher advertising, the firm can coordinate consumer expectations

charging the price �GG, while the rival’s high marginal cost precludes meaningful price

competition. If, however, G(1=2)= �GG, each firm will be selling to half of the market,

consumers will get no consumer surplus and ~pp=( �GG� c)=2. In this case too, the firm has

an incentive to out-advertise the rival, ~pp < p�, since with higher advertising it is able to

double its sales without reducing its price.

Now, let us analyze the case where G > c. When firms have the same level of

advertising, there is no pure-strategy Nash equilibrium in the pricing subgame.

Suppose that firm A sets price equal to �GG and firm B sets a lower price. First, one might

think that A would get the coordinated demand since it offers the higher price.

However, if firm B’s price is low enough, then the consumer expectation that A will

10 This equilibrium is not necessarily unique. If G � c � Gð1=2Þ, then there is also an equilibrium
where no consumer purchases either good. In Rohlfs (1974), this issue takes center stage. He points
out that the existence of these two equilibria makes it difficult to get a new product off the ground. In
his article, the product of interest is a new communication service which has a low value if nobody
else subscribes, since that would imply that there would be nobody to communicate with; however,
the service is valuable if it is widely adopted. He then examines various pricing and distribution
mechanisms that a firm could use to move from the equilibrium with no purchases to the Pareto-
superior equilibrium with adoption of the product. One of the insights of our article is that adver-
tising may also have an important role in solving this type of problem. Advertising can be useful not
just to inform people of the existence of the product, but also to convince them that others will be
purchasing it, and hence that it will have a high value to the consumer.
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get the coordinated demand is not rational. If B sets price lower than G, when A has

price equal to �GG, even if an individual consumer expects others to purchase A, she will

prefer to purchase B, since B gives a higher consumer surplus. However, this is true for

all consumers, so firm B will capture the high demand. So expecting A to be the

popular brand will not be rational. But notice that given that B charges G, it would be

no longer optimal for A to charge �GG. It would prefer to lower its price below �GG,

offering slightly a higher consumer surplus, coordinating consumers on its brand,

while charging higher than B. But B would then prefer to change its price. Hence,

when G > c, there is no pure-strategy Nash equilibrium in the pricing subgame.

Consider then the expected payoffs in a symmetric mixed-strategy equilibrium.

Define �pp as the supremum of the support of the mixed strategy. Also, define ~pp as the

highest price that effectively undercuts �pp (making it worthwhile for a consumer to

purchase the lower-price product despite her initial belief that the higher-priced

product will capture the coordinated demand). Then, ~pp must be in the support and it is

defined by �GG� �pp=G� ~pp. Rearranging the terms, ~pp=[ �pp � �GG]+G. Since �pp � �GG, ~pp � G,

and ~pp is in the support of the mixed strategies, the expected payoff from the pricing

subgame is 0 < ~pp � [G� c]. This gives the firm an incentive to out-advertise the rival,

capturing the coordinated demand setting price equal to [ �GG� G]+c, and receiving a

profit [ �GG� G ], before the advertising expense. Since the potential value of the

externality [ �GG� G ] in this market is greater than the intrinsic value over cost of the

product [G� c], the firm would rather find itself in a state where it has higher

advertising than the state where firms have the same level of advertising.

Thus, in either case (coordinating on the low-priced brand or coordinating on the

high-priced brand), if a firm can out-advertise its rival, it can gain an advantage in the

price-competition phase and receive profits given by (4) before advertising expenses.

In both cases, this is strictly greater (before advertising expenses) than the expected

profit it could receive if it did not out-advertise its rival ~pp.11

11 It is also possible that consumers use a combination of price and advertising levels to coordinate
their purchases. For example, they could use an indicator function I ¼ aA� bP and coordinate on
whichever firm had a higher indicator. In this case, firm incentives are nearly identical to the incentives
analyzed in the text. Going into the price-competition phase, whichever firm had higher advertising
could get away with a somewhat higher price than its rival and still receive the coordinated demand,
giving it an incentive to out-advertise its rival. The same logic as presented in the text yields a
price equilibrium of P ¼ c for the low-advertising company and P ¼ min½ða=bÞðA0 � A00Þ þ c;
min½ �GG; �GG� Gþ c�� for the high-advertising company, where A0 is the higher advertising and A00 is the
lower advertising level. If a < b, the cost of advertising to gain advantage in the price-competition
phase will be prohibitive, and neither firm will advertise. If a � b, it will be worthwhile to out-advertise
the rival (at low levels of advertising) just as in the text, and when firms choose to do so, they will
increase the level of advertising by enough to gain complete advantage in the price-competition phase,
setting advertising at A0 ¼ A00 þ ðb=aÞ{ min½ �GG� c; �GG� G�} Thus, one could drop the discrete adverti-
sing space assumption and large a or small b could replace our assumption of small k. In that case, the
equilibrium of the complete game would mirror the equilibrium found in the text.

More generally, consumers may use a nonlinear combination of advertising and price to coordinate
their purchases. Although the basic incentive to out-advertise the rival in order to gain an advantage in
price competition would remain (as long as the indicator was increasing in advertising), the equilib-
rium would be considerably more complex. With nonlinear indicator functions, the amount that the
firm would choose to out-advertise its rival would no longer be state independent, which is critical to
the derivation of equilibrium, but not to the basic message of the article.
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3.2. The Advertising Decision. When a firm is choosing its level of advertising, it

can use backward induction to infer the solution to the pricing subgame. Therefore,

it knows that its expected current-period profit, p, will be given by

p(A; ~AA)=

(�A if A < ~AA
~pp � A if A= ~AA
p� � A if A > ~AA

(5)

A is the firm’s choice of advertising and ~AA is the level of advertising that the rival is committed

to. If the firm chooses lower advertising than its rival, A < ~AA, the rival captures the

coordinated demand. If the firm choosesA= ~AA, firms engage in fierce price competition (how

fierce depends on the coordinating device used by consumers) and receive relatively low

expected profits. However, when the firm out-advertises its rival, A > ~AA, it captures the

coordinated demand. In this case, the firm receives profits of (p� � A) by coordinating

consumer expectations on its product and by offering them a deal that gives them slightly

higher consumer surplus than they can get with the other firm.12

So, it is natural for firms to consider advertising more than their rival. Once the

firm out-advertises its competitor, it can attract the coordinated demand and charge

a relatively high price. In the subsequent discussion, we show that this incentive leads

to advertising wars. In this dynamic advertising competition, firms successively

increase the level of advertising in order to coordinate consumer expectations on

their own brand. Eventually, however, advertising competition becomes too costly

for firms and they are inclined to revert to low levels of advertising. Nevertheless,

each firm would like the other to lower its advertising first, leaving the firm in

temporary, but profitable, control of the market. This results in a war of attrition,

where each firm advertises in order to induce its rival to move to the relenting phase.

Firms may accept a lower profit today in hopes of making a killing in the future. At

some critical high level of advertising, however, it is worth ending the war, even

when it is known with certainty that the rival will give up in the next period.13 In

Figure 1, a typical time-path of advertising is depicted. The figure plots the level of

the state variable. Firms successively raise the level of advertising until it reaches a

critical point �AA. At this level of advertising, firms are faced with two opposing

tensions. Since the advertising competition is expensive, current period profits are

low. So there is an incentive to relent and move to the beginning of the war with its

low advertising and high profits. By relenting, the firm can enjoy these profits in the

12 When advertising is used as a device to coordinate consumer expectations, and either con-
sumers coordinate on the low-priced brand when advertising levels are equal, or consumers
coordinate on the high-priced brand when advertising levels are equal and G � c, then there cannot
exist a symmetric equilibrium with stable levels of advertising. Consider a level of advertising Af > 0.
Af cannot be the best response to Af since in either case ~pp ¼ 0, yielding negative profits due to the
cost of advertising. However, the firm could always get zero profit by setting its advertising at zero.
Zero advertising for both firms cannot be a stable equilibrium either, since responding to zero
advertising with zero advertising results in fierce price competition and zero profits. Therefore, for
k < p�, the firm could do better by setting a positive level of advertising, k. It would then enjoy profit
of p� minus k. In the future, the worst that could happen would be reverting to zero profits, since
advertising zero would always be an option.

13 Enrico and Kornbluth (1986) provide a fascinating account of the inner workings of such
advertising wars of attrition in the soft-drink market.
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near future. However, since the relenting firm leaves its rival in temporary command

of the market, each firm would like the other to relent first. The firm that gives in

must wait two periods after relenting before it can out-advertise its competitor. On

the other hand, if the rival relents first, the firm will capture the coordinated demand

for two periods with negligible advertising costs. Therefore, both firms try to induce

the other to relent first. The firm considers increasing the level of advertising by k,

because it believes that there is a chance for the rival to relent first. The rival also

believes that there is a positive probability that the firm will relent first. So, the firms

engage in a war of attrition where the duration and intensity of the advertising

competition is stochastic in a deterministic environment. The war ends with certainty

only if advertising reaches the level A���where it is so high that the cost of increasing

advertising overwhelms the benefits of inducing the other firm to relent.

In this simple model, notice that the swings in market share and advertising are

quite dramatic. Naturally, in a more realistic model with heterogeneous consumers,

the changes in market share would not be as severe.14 Also, notice that in reality the

informative, persuasive, and coordinating roles of advertising are likely to coexist.

Hence, even when firms relent in the coordination competition, they would still

continue to advertise a positive amount for the other functions of advertising.

Below, we define the symmetric dynamic reaction functions that form a Markov-

perfect equilibrium and yield advertising wars of the nature described above.

Claim 1. For small k‚ there exists a symmetric equilibrium where

R(A)=

A+k for �AA > A � 0
0 with probability p(A)

for A��� > A � �AA
A+k with probability (1 � p(A))

0 for A � A���

8>>>><
>>>>:

(6)

R( � ) is the symmetric dynamic reaction function of the firms where {R‚R} forms a

Markov-perfect equilibrium. If the rival’s advertising is in the range �AA > A � 0, the

Figure 1

a typical time path of advertising

)

14 In Pastine and Pastine (1999), we examine advertising competition in a static model with
heterogeneous consumers and show that the same incentives arise with less than complete coordi-
nation.
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firm prefers to increase advertising by k. If the rival’s advertising is in the range,

A��� > A � �AA, the firm is indifferent between relenting and raising advertising by k.

With probability p(A), the firm relents. And with probability ½1 � p(A)�, the firm

increases the level of advertising by k. So, during the mixed-strategy phase, the

duration of the war is not known with certainty. There is a positive probability of

each firm relenting first. However, if advertising ever reaches a level A � A���, the firm

prefers relenting even though it is known with certainty that the rival would have

relented if the firm had stayed in the war. To prove Claim 1, we have to show that

there exists �AA, A���, and a set of probabilities p(A) for A���> A � �AA so that {R‚R} is a

Markov-perfect equilibrium. We first study conditions that must be satisfied for

equilibrium. Then, in the Appendix, we demonstrate that the proposed strategies

form a Markov-perfect equilibrium when these conditions are satisfied and prove the

existence of �AA‚ A���‚ and p(A), satisfying these conditions.

3.3. Equilibrium Conditions. In the Appendix, we establish a lemma showing

that the valuation function V ( � ) is nonincreasing. Using this, we can examine the

values characteristic of �AA‚ A���, and p(A).

Claim 2. In advertising wars‚ the level of advertising can be as high as

[(1+d)p�+d2(V (0) � V (k))]

which is strictly greater than p�. This expression can be greater than the one-period

monopoly profit.

Proof. Advertising can be as high as A���. At the state A���� k, which is during the

mixed-strategy phase, the firm is indifferent between relenting and increasing the

level of advertising to A���. If the firm relents, it has to stick to the low level of

advertising for two periods and, therefore, does not collect any profits for two

periods. Hence, if the firm relents, the expected value of the game is d2V (k), since k is

its rival’s best response to zero advertising. If the firm advertises A���, the rival’s best

response is to relent. Therefore, when the firm advertises A���, the expected value of the

game is given by [p� � A���+dp�+d2V (0)]. Since the firm is indifferent between

relenting and advertising A��� when the state is A���� k, setting these two expressions

equal to each other,

d2V (k)=[p� � A���+dp�+d2V (0)](7)

and solving for A���yields

A���=(1+d)p�+d2[V (0) � V (k)](8)

Therefore, A���� (1+d)p� since V (0) � V (k) from the lemma. G � c implies that p� is

equal to the one-period monopoly profit. Therefore, the level of advertising A���can

exceed the one-period monopoly profit, which completes the proof of Claim 2. h

Claim 3. During the war of attrition‚ the probability of relenting increases linearly

with the level of advertising.
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Proof. During the mixed strategy phase, the firm is indifferent between relenting

and increasing the level of advertising by k. On the one hand, by relenting, the firm

avoids the large advertising costs and hastens the high-profit stream available at the

beginning of the advertising war. On the other hand, relenting causes the firm to lose

the chance of controlling the market for two periods. At state A� k, this indifference

implies

d2V (k)=[p� � A]+p(A)[dp�+d2V (0)]+[1 � p(A)]d4V (k)(9)

where with probability p(A), the rival relents when the state is A. With probability

[1 � p(A)], the rival does not relent and increases the level of advertising by k, in

which case the firm always has the option of relenting. And similarly, at state A,

indifference implies

d2V (k)=[p� � (A+k)]+p(A+k)[dp�+d2V (0)]+[1 � p(A+k)]d4V (k)(10)

where with probability p(A+k), the rival relents when the state is A+k. Subtracting

(10) from (9) and solving for [ p(A+k) � p(A)] yields

Dp=p(A+k) � p(A)=
k

dp�+d2[V (0) � d2V (k)]
(11)

Notice that p(A+k) > p(A), since from the lemma, V (0) � V (k). This completes the

proof of Claim 3. h

The cost of staying in the advertising competition grows higher as advertising

levels increase, but is compensated by an increased probability of winning the war if

the firm stays in. As the firm moves to a higher level of advertising, the probability

that the rival relents in the next period increases as well. Therefore, during the war of

attrition, V ( � ) remains constant but W ( � ) is increasing. The increasing likelihood of

the rival relenting in the next period cancels out the negative affect of the increased

advertising cost on the one-period profit.

By backward induction, we can construct the profile of probabilities and derive

the critical value �AA. Note that Dp is constant given the parameters of the model; it

is not a function of the state. At A���, the probability of relenting is equal to 1, so at

A���� k, the probability of relenting is (1 � Dp). Therefore, from (11) the distance

between A��� and the level of advertising where the profile intersects zero the first

time is

dp�+d2[V (0) � d2V (k)](12)

Hence, the level of advertising where the profile hits zero is given by

ÂA=A���� {dp�+d2[V (0) � d2V (k)]}(13)

plugging in the value for A���yields

ÂA=p� � d2(1 � d2)V (k)(14)

Define �AA as the highest advertising that is less than or equal to ÂA
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�AA � max
A2Ik

{A � ÂA}(15)

At a state A � �AA, there is zero probability of relenting. Notice that although the

probability of relenting is equal to zero at the state �AA, the expected value of

the game would be the same if the firm was to relent instead of increasing adver-

tising to �AA+k, since the rival’s probability of relenting at �AA+k is greater than zero.

We have already discussed the conditions that �AA‚ A���‚ and p(A) need to satisfy for

equilibrium. A��� is given by (8). The probabilities of relenting in the war of attrition

phase, as shown in Figure 2, satisfy (9) and (11). �AA is given by (14) and (15). In the

Appendix, we formally demonstrate that the strategies {R‚R} form a Markov-perfect

equilibrium. We show that a firm would not choose to deviate from the strategies

described by (6), neither on nor off the equilibrium path, given that the firm expects

its rival to follow R(A) in all states.

3.4. Concluding Remarks on the Model. This article shows that advertising can

function as a device to coordinate consumer expectations in markets with con-

sumption externalities. When consumers care about the purchasing behavior of

other consumers, either due to social influences or network externalities, we may

observe advertising competition even when consumers are fully rational and have

common knowledge of the existence, characteristics, and prices of the products.

We show that it is rational for consumers to use firms’ advertising as a means of

coordinating their expectations. In equilibrium, firms never have equal levels of

advertising. Moreover, firms’ equilibrium pricing strategies are such that it is

always in an individual consumer’s best interest to purchase the more heavily

advertised brand. Therefore, advertising can indeed coordinate consumer expec-

tations.

By using advertising, consumers can achieve coordination economies that may be

unattainable using price information alone. The existence of consumption external-

ities implies that this is a nontrivial service. However, the value of this service

depends on what would happen in its absence. In the absence of advertising, there

are two possible equilibrium outcomes in consumers’ purchasing decisions. They

Figure 2

probability of ending an advertising war
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could coordinate on one of the brands15 or split between the two brands.16 In the first

case, the coordination problem is solved even without advertising, so any resources

spent on advertising will constitute a welfare loss.17 In the second case, however,

advertising may help to achieve coordination economies, in which case it may be

welfare enhancing.

But advertising costs are not perfectly aligned with the value of coordination.

Advertising costs are related to the potential gains from coordination [ �GG� G ]. Firms

are competing over which firm gets the coordinated demand. However, welfare is

associated with the actual coordination gains [ �GG� G(1=2)], which are related to

welfare without any coordination device. The actual coordination gains need not be

aligned with the cost spent on coordination.

Thus, even when consumers’ demand is not coordinated in the absence of adver-

tising, there is the possibility of ‘‘wasteful’’ advertising that is a total deadweight loss

to society. For example, if all possible consumption externalities are exhausted when

half the consumers purchase the good, then there are no actual gains from full

coordination. Even with no coordination mechanism consumers will receive the full

benefit from the product. In this case, although the uncoordinated demand does not

lead to an inefficient outcome, there would still be advertising wars if consumers use

advertising to coordinate their expectations. Consumers would buy the brand with

higher advertising since they would expect that the brand with low advertising would

not realize the consumption externalities.

Nevertheless, advertising can also lead to efficiency gains by promoting coordina-

tion of consumer expectations. If positive consumption externalities can be realized

when a large percentage of the population uses the product, a failure to coordinate

demand can result in efficiency losses. Advertising can coordinate consumer

expectations about the purchasing decision of other consumers, and therefore

increase welfare by making it possible to realize the consumption externalities.

4. empirical implications

In this article, we focus solely on a previously unanalyzed coordinating function of

advertising in markets with consumption externalities. This simplifying approach

helps to isolate the implications of this coordinating role for advertising in markets

with consumption externalities. This type of coordinating advertising can be

empirically differentiated from other types of coordinating advertising, analyzed

by Bagwell and Ramey (1994a,b), by its price implications. Here, higher advertising

gives a firm an advantage in price competition, whereas in the previous work, higher

15 This would almost always happen if firms have low marginal cost and consumers expected the
higher-priced brand to receive more customers. It would also be the equilibrium outcome if they
were playing a nonanonymous equilibrium where consumers simply expected a particular firm to
have more customers.

16 In an anonymous equilibrium, this would be the outcome if consumers expected the lower-
priced brand to receive more customers.

17 To the extent that advertising revenues support valuable goods or services (such as television
programs) or that consumers enjoy the advertisements themselves, the expenditures will contribute
to welfare. Such issues are not analyzed here.
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advertising must be associated with lower prices. Price differences in products that

are otherwise similar may be due to the expectations of consumers as to how widely

each will be adopted. For example, the fact that Levis jeans, a heavily advertised

brand, often sell for several times the price of very similar but unadvertised brands,

may be due to this coordinating role of advertising in a market with consumption

externalities.

This coordinating role for advertising suggests firms selling goods with consump-

tion externalities have an additional incentive to advertise. Since effective coordi-

nating advertising requires that consumers know that others have seen the

advertising as well, advertisers of goods with consumption externalities would

prefer one publicly observable advertisement to many privately observable adver-

tisements. Thus, ceteris paribus, these firms would be willing to pay more to reach a

large audience with a single advertisement. Using a data set which includes

advertising during the Super Bowl, Chwe (1998) is able to test this directly. He finds

that it is the advertisers of goods who are likely to exhibit positive consumption

externalities that do in fact choose to advertise on the most popular television shows,

and are willing to pay a premium to do so.

As demonstrated in the model, advertising as a mechanism for coordinating

expectations can be quite expensive. Firms pay the cost of this device through their

advertising expenses. At times, the one-period advertising expense can exceed the

one-period monopoly profit. Consumers must also bear some of the cost of

advertising indirectly through higher prices, because advertising competition reduces

price competition. If marginal cost is sufficiently high (c � G), firms compete through

advertising alone. In this case, it is possible to have intense advertising competition

while prices are stable at the monopoly price, an empirically observed phenomenon

that has been difficult to explain theoretically; see Nichols (1951).

Also, notice that when advertising is being used as a coordination device, the firm

with high advertising can induce consumers to coordinate on its product. Thus, firms’

competition for market share takes the form of advertising competition, rather than

competition through price or quality. This is in accord with the findings of Davies

and Geroski (1997) who report that advertising plays a major role in the dynamics of

market shares.

When advertising is being used solely as a coordinating device, the absolute level

of advertising will have no effect on a firm’s sales. What is important for coordination

is the relative level of advertising compared to other firms. Even if advertising is also

serving other roles, when it is also being used as a coordination device, there will be a

discontinuity in the response of consumers to advertising. The empirical works of

Lambin (1976) and Porter (1976) are suggestive of such an effect. This hypothesis

can be tested directly by regressing sales on the level of advertising expenditure and

advertising expenditure relative to other firms. A significant coefficient on relative

advertising would be in line with the prediction of the model.

5. direction for future research

This article demonstrates that even when consumers are fully rational, and have

common knowledge of the existence, characteristics, and prices of the products,
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advertising can still have an important role to play. Advertising can function as a

focal device to coordinate consumer expectations in markets with consumption

externalities. This previously unexplored role for advertising has implications that go

far beyond the repeat-purchase markets that we analyzed in this article. For instance,

many markets with lock-in effects and brand loyalty also have consumption

externalities. It is clear that the function of advertising that we develop here is also

likely to be very important in these markets where past consumption affects current

demand. Future work could examine the nature of advertising competition in such

markets. Of particular interest would be how the incentive to charge a premium for

the heavily advertised product that we explored in this article interacts with the

incentive to charge a low introductory price that is typically found in models with

lock-in effects and brand loyalty.

In markets with network externalities, problems of standardization on a particular

technology or brand often arise. This suggests that the coordinating role of

advertising may be used by firms in their attempts to win standardization battles. The

firms will engage in advertising competition in order to coordinate consumers on

their own brand. Such standardization battles through advertising are isomorphic to

all-pay auctions. All bidders must pay their bids (their advertising expenses) and the

highest bidder captures the prize (standardization on its brand). Thus, the literature

on auctions may be able to shed some light on the advertising costs of standard-

ization battles.

appendix

A.1. Demonstration of Equilibrium. Here, we will show that the strategies

defined in the response functions form a Markov-perfect equilibrium. That is, given

that a firm expects its rival to follow the strategy given by R(A), Equation (6), the

best response of the firm is to play the R(A) in all possible states of advertising, both

on and off the equilibrium path. Firms have no incentive to deviate from the

equilibrium strategies.

Lemma. The valuation function V ( � ) is nonincreasing.

Proof. From Equation (5), note that for a given A‚ p(A; ~AA ) is nonincreasing in ~AA.

Take two state variables A~~~and ~AA such that A~~~< ~AA. Define A� as the optimal reaction

to ~AA:

V ( ~AA)=p(A�; ~AA)+dW (A�‚R(A�)) � p(A�‚A~~~)+dW (A�‚R(A�)) � V (A~~~)

The first inequality follows from the fact that p(A; ~AA) is nonincreasing in ~AA, whereas

the second comes from the fact that A� is the optimal reaction to ~AA, and not to A~~~. This

completes the proof of the lemma. h

In the equilibrium strategy R(A), the firm does not match the level of advertising of

its rival in any state. If the firm advertises the same amount as its rival, the firms will

engage in fierce price competition resulting in low profits. Define V (A) jA0 as the

expected present value of the game to the firm whose turn it is to choose advertising,
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given that it plays A0 rather than its equilibrium strategy. If firms are in the pure

strategy phase, the expected value of the game if the firm matches the rival’s

advertising is given by

V (A) jA=~pp � A+d2V (A+k)

since the rival would increase advertising by k and the firm would have to wait for

two periods to receive V (A+k). If it instead follows its equilibrium strategy,

V (A)=p� � (A+k)+d2V (A+2k)

thus

V (A) � V (A) jA=(p� � ~pp) � k+d2[V (A+2k) � V (A+k)](A:1)

Note that V (A+xk) with x 2 I is a function of A‚ x‚ k‚ �AA, and the number of periods

until �AA‚ s. As we vary k, both �AA and s evolve discontinuously (since �AA 2 Ik and s 2 I),

but not independently, because s is defined by sk= �AA� A. When we vary k but hold s
constant, �AA evolves continuously so that we can restrict our attention to jumps in s.

Although s evolves discontinuously, it only jumps when the expected present value

of profits at s0 and s00 are the same. The choice of s will change when V ( � ) j s0 >
V ( � ) j s00 . So, V (A+xk) is continuous in k. Note also that neither p� nor ~pp depend on k.

The implication of this is that for small k, Equation (A.1) is positive, and therefore in

the pure-strategy phase, it is always better for a firm to out-advertise its rival than to

set the same level of advertising.

If the firms are in the mixed-strategy phase, the expected value of the game from

matching the rival’s advertising would be

V (A) jA=~pp � A+dW (A‚R(A))(A:2)

where W (A) is the expected value of the game over the equilibrium strategies of the

rival when the rival is about to move. In this case, advertising zero is always better

than matching the rival’s advertising. To see this, note that when the advertising is

equal to A� k, the firms are indifferent between advertising zero and increasing

advertising by k

V (A� k) j 0=d2V (k)=p� � A+dW (A‚R(A))=V (A� k) jA
When the state is A, the expected value of the game from moving to zero level of

advertising V (A)j00 , is also equal to d2V (k), (A.2) implies that lowering advertising all

the way to zero yields profits which are [p� � ~pp] > 0 above the profits gained by

matching the rival’s advertising.

Therefore, matching the rival’s advertising can never be a best response. Likewise,

if the firm considers advertising less than its rival, it would always be better off by

lowering it all the way to zero. When the firm advertises less than its rival, the rival

captures the coordinated demand. The firm gets a one-period loss equal to its level of

advertising, just like in the case when it matches the rival’s advertising. Therefore,

the above arguments are also valid for the case where the firm is contemplating

lowering the level of advertising.
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Likewise, the firm will never raise advertising to a level greater than A���. If it did so,

its rival would relent in the next period yielding expected profits that are less than or

equal to

(1+d)p� � A+d2V (0) < (1+d)p� � A���+d2V (0)

From (7), the right-hand side is equal to the value of the game if the firm chooses

advertising of zero. So advertising zero is always preferable to raising advertising to a

level greater than A���.
During the pure-strategy phase, the firm will never choose to advertise zero. If the

firm increases advertising by k, which is the best response from (6), the expected

value of the game is given by

V (A) jA+k=p� � (A+k)+d2V (A+2k)

The option of relenting yields an expected value of the game equal to d2V (k).

However, in the pure-strategy phase, the maximum value (A+k) can take is

ÂA=p� � d2(1 � d2)V (k), and, therefore, the lowest the expected value of the game

can be when the firm increases advertising by k is given by

V (A) jA+k � p� � [p� � d2(1 � d2)V (k)]+d2V (A+2k)=d2(1 � d2)V (k)+d2V (A+2k)

V (A+2k) must be greater than or equal to d2V (k) because relenting will always be an

option for the firm. Therefore,

V (A) jA+k � d2V (k)

Therefore, during the pure-strategy phase, where firms out-advertise each other with

certainty, the firm would not be better off by decreasing the level of advertising to

zero.

It only remains to be shown that the firm would never choose to increase the level

of advertising by more than k, neither in the mixed-strategy phase nor the pure-

strategy phase. In every state in the mixed-strategy phase, the firm has the same

expected value of the game, because it is always indifferent between increasing

advertising and advertising zero. Therefore, the firm does not strictly prefer to

increase the level of advertising by more than k. Furthermore, during the pure-

strategy phase, the firm would not choose to increase the level of advertising by more

than k. If the firm increases the level of advertising by more than k, to a state where

the game is still in the pure-strategy phase, the increased advertising expense would

lower the one-period profit and induce the rival to increase the level of advertising

even more. The lemma shows that the expected present value of the game cannot be

greater due to an increase in the rival’s advertising. If the firm increases advertising

so much that the game enters the mixed-strategy phase, the value of the game would

just be d2V (k), which is equal to the expected value of the game if the firm were to

relent and move to the beginning of the competition, and that has already been

shown not to be superior to the equilibrium strategy. Therefore, in the pure-strategy

phase, the firm has no incentive to deviate from the equilibrium strategy of

increasing the level of advertising by k.
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A.2. Endogenous Timing. Here, we relax the exogenous timing assumption

while maintaining the short-run commitment to the level of advertising. We show

that when consumers coordinate on the low-priced brand when advertising levels are

equal or when consumers coordinate on the high-priced brand when advertising

levels are equal and G � c, then with endogenous timing firms will choose to be in

the alternating move game. Consider the entry decision of a new firm into a

monopolistic market. The entrant must decide when to penetrate the market. It has

two options. The firm can enter the market in a period when the incumbent has no

commitment to advertising and hence decide on the advertising simultaneously with

the incumbent. It also has the alternative of entering the market when the incumbent

is already committed to the level of advertising, which would put the firms into the

alternating move game. In the discussion that follows, we show that the expected

present value of the simultaneous move game is less than the expected present value

of the alternating move game. Therefore, the entrant would strictly prefer the

alternating move game to the simultaneous move game. The incumbent is also better

off in the alternating move game, although the incumbent would prefer that the

other firm not enter at all.

If the entrant enters when the incumbent is committed to a level of advertising, the

firms will be in the alternating move game and the entrant will receive the value of

the game, V (A).

Claim 4. In the alternating move game‚ when the firm is about to move in its

advertising decision‚ the expected value of the game at any state of the advertising

competition has a lower bound given by V ( � ) � d2(p� � 2k) > 0.

Proof. Since the firm always has the option of advertising zero forever, the

expected present value of the game at any state has to be greater than or equal to

zero when it is the firm’s turn to move in its advertising decision. Furthermore, if the

firm relents, the rival would then increase advertising to k so that relenting has the

value d2V (k) where

V (k)=p� � 2k+d2V (3k)(A:3)

Therefore,

V (k) � p� � 2k(A:4)

Since relenting is always an option, for small k (A.4) implies

V ( � ) � d2(p� � 2k) > 0

This completes the proof of Claim 4. h

If the firm enters the market when the incumbent is not committed to its level of

advertising, the firms will be in the simultaneous move game. When firms

simultaneously decide on the level of advertising, there is no pure-strategy Nash

equilibrium. To see this, note that before advertising expenses, the present value of

the maximum payoff a firm can get in two periods is (1+d)p�. Suppose that there was
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a pure-strategy equilibrium where the firm chose A < (1+d)p�. In that case, the best

response of the rival would be to advertise A+k if (A+k) � (1+d)p�. However, if

the rival advertises A+k, it would no longer be optimal for the firm to advertise A. It

would be better off advertising zero to avoid the losses incurred due to the

advertising expense. If (A+k) > (1+d)p�, the rival would choose zero as its level of

advertising. If the rival chooses zero, however, for small k, it would no longer be

optimal for the first firm to Advertise A.

Since in the simultaneous move game there is no pure-strategy Nash equilibrium,

let us now focus attention on symmetric mixed-strategy equilibria. Consider the case

where there is a positive probability qA > 0 for the firm to set the level of advertising

equal to A. Furthermore, assume that the probability of setting advertising to A� k is

qA�k=0. Once the firm advertises A, if the rival out-advertises the firm ( ~AA > A), the

firm would have been better off by setting a lower advertising, A� k. If the rival

matches the level of advertising ( ~AA=A), the firm would have preferred to set

advertising A� k, since when the levels of advertising are the same, the solution to

the simultaneous price game yields zero profits. If the rival advertises below the

advertising of the firm ( ~AA < A), then ~AA is also smaller than A� k since we initially

assumed qA�k=0, and the firm would have preferred to advertise A� k. Therefore,

whatever the rival does, the firm would prefer A� k to A. So, by contradiction, when

qA > 0‚ qA�k has to be greater than zero as well. If for some A‚ qA > 0, we can iterate

and show that the probability of advertising zero must also be greater than zero. The

value of the two-period stage game is zero when advertising is set to zero. In the

mixed-strategy equilibrium, the firms are indifferent between setting any level of

advertising where the probability is greater than zero. So, the expected present value

of the simultaneous move game is equal to zero.18

If the entrant penetrates the market when the incumbent is not committed to a

level of advertising, the firms find themselves in the simultaneous move game. In the

simultaneous move game, however, the expected present value of the game is zero,

whereas in the alternating move game the expected present value of the game is

strictly greater than zero. Therefore, the entrant will choose to penetrate the market

at some period when the incumbent is already committed to advertising. This puts

the firms into the alternating-move game where the expected present value of the

game is strictly greater than zero.

A.3. Existence of Equilibrium. A lower bound on V (k) is given by (A.4). An

upper bound can be found from (A.3) by noting that V (k) � V (3k), which yields,

V (k) � (p� � 2k)=(1 � d2). Define a function V(A‚ V (k)), over this range of V (k), in

the same way that V (A) is defined. That is, V(A‚ V (k)) is equal to the expected

present value of profits when a firm is about to choose advertising, the state variable

is A, and both firms are expected to play their equilibrium strategies (6). This is done

by solving forward until a state A � �AA, at which point the expected present value of

profits is equal to d2V (k). This yields

18 Note that firms’ advertising decisions in the simultaneous move game are isomorphic to a
sealed-bid all-pay auction. Thus, the results of the auction literature can be applied to find the cost of
advertising in this case. See, for example, Baye et al. (1993, lemma 1) for a similar result.
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(A:5)
V(A‚V (k))=

d2V (k) if A� �AA

p� � (A+k)+d2[p� �(A+3k)]+ �� �+d2t[p� � �AA]+d2t+4V (k) if A< �AA and A= �AA�(2t+1)k

p� � (A+k)+d2[p� �(A+3k)]+ �� �+d2t�2[p� �(A�k)]+d2t+2V (k) if A< �AA and A= �AA�2tk

8><
>:

where t 2 I.

From (A.5), if the critical values �AA‚A���, and the probability profile p(A) exist, and if

V (k) exists, then V(A‚ V (k)) exists for all A 2 Ik. Taking the existence of V (k) as

given for a moment, it is possible to show the existence of the critical value A���.

Claim 5. There exists a set K containing an infinity of (small) positive real

numbers such that k 2 K implies A���=(1 � d)p�+d2[V (0) � V (k)] 2 Ik.

Proof. From (A.5), the existence of V (k) implies that V (0) also exists. Therefore,

A���� (1+d)p� since V (0) � V (k). Given the equilibrium strategies, V (k)=p� � 2k+
d2V (3k) � p� � 2k. The highest profit that a firm can expect to earn in any period is

p�, so V (0) � p�=(1 � d). Therefore, from (8),

A���� (1+d)p�+d2 p�

1 � d
� p�+2k


 �

So, A���is bounded

A���2 (1+d)p�‚
(1 � d2+d3)p�

1 � d
+2d2k

" #

Now, we have to show continuity of A���with respect to k. Since the highest profit a

firm can get in each period is p�‚ V (k) � p�=ð1 � dÞ from Equation (14) implies that

for small k‚ k < �AA. Therefore, V (k) can be easily found from (A.5) by noting that in

equilibrium, V (k)=V(k‚ V (k)). From the argument given in Section A.1, in the pure-

strategy phase V ( � ) is continuous in k. Therefore, for small k, both V (k) and V (0) are

continuous in k. Therefore, A��� is also continuous in k. Since A��� is bounded and

continuous in k,

lim
k!0

A���

k

 !
=1

and A���=k crosses an infinite number of integers as k ! 0, which completes the proof of

Claim 5. h

So, as k ! 0 or for k 2 K‚A���exists. From this, the argument presented in the text

shows that �AA and the probability profile p(A) exist. Therefore, in order to prove the

existence of equilibrium, it only remains to show that there exists a fixed point in

V (k). That is, it must be shown that V(k‚ V (k))=V (k) is satisfied for some value of

V (k) in the possible range. This will be done by showing first that V(A‚ V (k)) is

continuous in V (k). Then, it will be shown that V(k‚ V (k)) maps the possible range of

V (k) back into itself. Together, these properties will guarantee a fixed point and

hence the existence of equilibrium.
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Continuity. The definition of V(A‚ V (k)) depends on the level of the endogenous

variable �AA, which evolves discontinuously with V (k) since �AA 2 Ik. However, as we

vary V (k), the choice of �AA will switch from A0 to A00 when the expected value of the

game is the same under each choice. Therefore, V(A‚ V (k)) is continuous in V (k).

Lower bound on V(k‚ V (k)). Evaluate V(A‚ V (k)) at A=k. For small k, this implies

that A < �AA. V (k) > 0 and (14) yields �AA < p� for small k. From (A.5) this means that

V(k‚ V (k)) > p� � A� k=p� � 2k since all the other terms on the right-hand side of

(A.5) are positive.

Upper bound on V(k‚ V (k)). Notice that the upper bound V (k) � (p� � 2k)=

(1 � d2) satisfies

p� � 2k

1 � d2
=
X1
j=0

d2j(p� � 2k)=
Xn�1

j=0

d2j(p� � 2k)+d2n p� � 2k

1 � d2

� �
(A:6)

For k < �AA, compare (A.6) with (A.5). All the summation terms in the definition of

V(k‚ V (k)) are less than or equal to the summation terms in (A.6). Moreover, the

final term in (A.5) is less than or equal to the final term in (A.6), since

V (k) � (p� � 2k)=(1 � d2). Therefore, V(k‚ V (k)) � (p� � 2k)=(1 � d2).

V(k‚ V (k)) is a continuous function of V (k) mapping V (k) 2 p� � 2k‚ (p� � 2k)=½
(1 � d2)� into p� � 2k‚ (p� � 2k)=(1 � d2)

� �
. Therefore, there exists a value V (k) such

that V(k‚ V (k))=V (k), which proves the existence of equilibrium.
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